Method for target tracking in focused ultrasound surgery of liver using magnetic resonance filtered venography.
The purpose of this work is to develop a magnetic resonance (MR) technique for guiding a focal point created in Focused Ultrasound Surgery (FUS) onto a specific target position in an abdominal organ, such as the liver, which moves and deforms with respiratory motion. The translational distance, rotational angles, and amount of expansion and contraction of the organ tissue were measured by obtaining the gravity points of the veins filtered from the sagittal, cine MR images of healthy livers during free breathing. Using the locations of the vessels at each time point, the target position at which the ultrasound focus was to be placed was estimated. In the volunteer experiments (N = 2), the lower limit of the spatial matrix dimension for delineating the veins was 128 x 128. The average displacement of the liver was 19.6 +/- 3.6 mm in superior-inferior (SI) direction and 3.1 +/- 1.4 mm in anterior-posterior (AP) direction. The deformations were 3.7 +/- 1.1 mm in SI direction and 3.0 +/- 1.2 mm in AP direction. The error between the actual and the estimated target point was 0.7 +/- 0.5 mm in SI direction, 0.6 +/- 0.4 mm in AP direction and 1.0 +/- 0.5 mm in distance, and less than 2.1 mm in all the trials. These results suggested that the proposed technique is sufficient for targeting the focus on a specific tissue location and for tracking the slice slab for thermometry to cover the region of focus.